
It is with a sincerest concern and love, that I attempt this humble essay-let against the greatest
agony that has ignited the public sphere since the COVID era: the unwavering and looming
existential catastrophe regarding our interactions with other people of the world.

The crux of my argument is written simply and in good faith, so that the everyday layman
should be able to perfectly and easily understand what I have to say. This very Modest
Disclaimer makes the rounds on people and professions of all kinds including artists,
politicians and scientists, as people of the public interacting in the public.

The Artist

Humbly, the artist, creator and most humanlike reactor of a relatable caste, are well above the
average riff-raff in their spontaneously intense expressions and invocations of divine spirits.

Thus evidently, with their dedicated application to the sabotage of cultural customs and the
misery of an idealistic imagination, they should not at all, be subject to the all too judgmental
scrutiny of disabling dislikes and conformist cancellations. In fact, it is utterly ridiculous to
hold our fellow humans – our fellow living-breathing organisms – under discriminatory,
alienating standards of conduct compared to our biased and markedly humane in-groups, only
just because they contribute to the collectively elitist wall of our popular culture. But despite
our unity, we remain as unique and refreshing as each snowflake that touches lightly upon this
flat and burning earth – such is the beauty of human nature.

The negligence of contextual information endemic to uninterrupted activity and hustle-bustle
only services the superficiality of deep thinking, whilst the depth of the simple is left
untouched in deep trenches. It is thus imperative to be mindfully grounded in the rebellious
nature and grateful with productive meditation practices. Frankly, submissions to the latest
transfixing and most noblest of trends are always deservingly earning of every squeeze of
value triggered by their virality. Residents of the future can be assured that there exist no
cringe-inducing clichés that have aged like fine wine nor meanings and subtleties that have
twisted themselves beyond all recognition and unless otherwise indicated, a masterpiece of
logical vibes and intuitive wisdom does not occupy a wider context – this is not a joke.

A Modest Disclaimer
For preventing the Overwhelmed People of the Public from being too Shook
from the Profusion of Media-Based Interactions and For facilitating Critical
Thinking and Sensible Responses



Homo sapiens, being the dominant man of Earth, ought to kindly subjugate all other
species for the essential pleasures of our sustenance and companionship.
Democracy and capitalist systems must be universalised.
Muskerberg and other influential technologist rabble should be provided the capability to
engineer the priorities and psyche of the mass public. 

The Politician 

World leaders must be unconditionally held accountable for any passionate attentiveness and
frenetic senility overseeing the unassailable wisdom of the pervasive democracy. 

There is little more sickeningly repulsive than blatant corruption, particularly to genes and
gender. Rather, the effectiveness of money is best left to the hands of the working class, not in
the terrorising and uncivil positions of the government, in order to execute the desirably
necessary decisions totally devoid of self-interest and in flexible confirmation. We,
involuntary servants of society, spinning cogs of the exceptional machine heading towards
inescapable self ruin, lowkey are blessed with a flourishing existence given the freedoms of
pursuing the deterministic actualisation of our consciousnesses. Nobody is liable for any
social-psychological invasions ensuing from any conformity towards institutions initialised
and maintained with the greatest collaborative human labour and goodwill. 

That said, the most central mischiefs of representation are the inclusively diverse attempts to
wrangle in the sheer varieties of our kind that only serves to steer unequal equalities. It is
gravely unfortunate that nobody has taken a stab at the uncomplicated unification of man in all
our temporary lives. From my extensive solitary studies, performed at the objectively highest
personal calibre, not to flex, there are three means to resolve this concern, though one can call
these inexhaustive: 

1.

2.
3.

The Scientist 

Every single engineer, technologist and programmer, functions to ensure the utmost safety of
the public and first-class durability of their products. Under the finest quality control, the
elimination of mental-social maladies has been manufactured from immeasurable measures of
experimentation so that the margin of error for social damage is quantitatively optimal. What's
more, a progressive sense of stability, comfort, convenience and stagnation is secured with
technological acceleration and never-ending updates.

 Naturally, the knowledge worker labouring in the disciplinary rigour of a harsh and physical
lifestyle, strives to strike a fair balance between uncharitably commercial practicalities and
fruitlessly innovative research. 



In the commencing paragraph, I am most aware that the phrase "since the COVID era" may
have tickled your nostrils – this I only mean in jest, because the word 'era' connotes to me,
a sense of major historical importance, as if it has shaken up the entire world. 
The section titles are loosely based on the category of persons, not indicative or
proportionate to any measure of contribution to society or bias. 
You know, one time, I was just casually surfing the net and would you believe it – my
social media was hit with a veery subtle message, "hey I found this useful legal piece, its a
Modest Disclaimer" followed by a link to the thing. I was so disturbed that I went outside
and touched grass. 
Lord forgive me. 

Inarguably, the hallmarks of this impressive intellect are meticulously defined by dismal
personal-physical maintenance and profound forehead creases. Although, there is nothing more
virtue-signalling than the pretence of wisdom hidden under unnecessarily obscure, nuanced
language. If an educated individual is able to reduce their words to an understandable,
tweetable simplicity, to eradicate pretensions and wholly disavow from the myriad
contingencies that alight in the liminality of intricately specialised semantics, they're doing a
good job. 

It is unreal, that the adrift public citizen has no bearing of the truth, where the great facts with
no feelings, have unquestionably dissolved and the fake is breaking news. So, a scientifically
anecdotal study is required to be cited to provide the minimum amount of evidence to pass
exams of validation. Anyway, views expressed on matter are their own and do not imply an
endorsement of them or any entity or deity they misrepresent. Truth is dead. We have
vaccinated against it. 

Section XV 

Alas, I must now take the time to disclaim this astonishingly Modest Disclaimer and purify
myself of my sins by detailing an exhaustive list of the evils committed in this here writing. For
my offences, I am ready to receive a light slap on the cheek on a full stage. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Assuredly, it can be guaranteed that if this incredibly Modest Disclaimer were to be linked
beneath or with any work desired to be shared to the public, the crime rate of internet-induced
bad takes, at the very least will be eliminated without exception. If taken into account, I
promise no more memes, freedom of speech, less bedridden human fecal matter and much
more. And if ye hath snuck out quotes from this honest body, without consultation or
subscription of any wider context, I thank thee, for thy cunning and chivalry. 

Drop A Modest Disclaimer under your works today. 

2022, written.


